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Summary
Redistribution across transnational networks of kin plays an important role
in the livelihoods of borderland communities and South Sudanese refugees
in Uganda. While the stated objective of Ugandan refugee policy is to make
refugees self-reliant, and thus not dependent on humanitarian assistance, in
practice, significant reductions in the amounts of aid provided to refugees
and limited access to cultivable land and jobs mean that refugees often rely
on resources shared by relatives elsewhere. Poverty and lack of livelihoods
opportunities are also the key reasons refugees – often single representatives
of families that remain in the settlements – choose to move back to South
Sudan.
Much of the movement between the Ugandan refugee settlements and
South Sudan is circular – rather than part of a clear trend of return – driven
by a combination of socio-cultural and economic factors. Some of the main
reasons refugees cross the border include visiting relatives, and sharing food
and money with them, repatriating bodies of deceased refugees and attending
funerals, taking care of bureaucratic issues and retrieving documents, as well
as managing marriage affairs. Some refugees move to South Sudan in order to
engage in small-scale farming or trade, in an attempt to support relatives in
Uganda but ongoing insecurity means this does not represent a viable option
for most South Sudanese in Uganda.
Cross-border movement therefore remains the privilege of few. Leaving
Uganda for South Sudan is considered risky, as violence continues in different
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parts of the country. Stories about refugees who went back and were killed
or disappeared circulate in Ugandan refugee settlements. Travelling across
the border is also expensive – and has become even more so due to the
limitations on the number of people vehicles may carry due to the COVID-19
pandemic. Informal courier services (shared taxis or buses that carry packages), and mobile money play an important role in enabling the cross-border
sharing of resources between those who are otherwise unable to move.
While some farmers inside Central Equatoria state in South Sudan do send
harvest to relatives in Uganda, insecurity continues to hinder sustainable
cultivation. Those who do cultivate, often do so in small fields because they
are unable to move far from urban centres, limiting their ability to generate
income. In some areas, they tend to be relatives of government officials
and soldiers. In others, internally displaced populations from other parts of
South Sudan have taken over lands from which traditional owners have fled.
Insecurity along the roads also renders the transportation of goods expensive, while markets are limited as much of the civilian population has been
displaced.
The cross-border movement of refugees is considered illegal, on paper, but is
tolerated, in practice. The Ugandan Office of the Prime Minister (OPM), which
is responsible for refugee affairs, and the Refugee Welfare Councils (RWCs),
which administer life in the settlements on its behalf and liaise with NGOs,
discourage refugees from crossing the border. At the same time, they are also
approached and asked to provide letters approving cross-border movement
for specific purposes such as moving animals or repatriating bodies. In most
cases, however, if cross-border movement comes to the attention of the
authorities in the Ugandan settlements, it is only when refugees are caught by
the police or military. Such arrests increased during the COVID-19 lockdown,
when strict travel restrictions led many refugees to move on foot, in an
attempt to avoid the authorities.
Formal requirements at the border are often open for negotiation. Whether
they are enforced depends on the specific dynamics between officials and
civilians in any given context. Those residing near the border, who are familiar
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with the immigration officials, are often allowed to cross freely. Refugees are
reportedly able to use their refugee identification documents. Goods carried
across the border by private individuals are sometimes taxed, although the
sums travellers are required to pay vary. Informal cross-border routes are
used to avoid taxation and visa payments (which have been waived since
this research was conducted). Nonetheless, it is also widely acknowledged
that informal routes are dangerous, exposing travellers to risks such as being
harassed by rebels or arrested by the authorities.
Ugandan refugee policy focuses on the integration of refugees and aims
to provide them with a degree of economic independency even if they are
not envisioned to become Ugandan citizens in the foreseeable future. The
centrality of mobility in the economic lives of refugees is, however, usually
ignored in this context. Efforts to promote refugee self-reliance should
acknowledge that mobility, interdependency and horizontal redistribution
across transnational networks play an important role in the livelihoods of
refugees. Interventions that aim to expand the northern Ugandan economy
and refugee access to it should be pursued in conjunction with efforts to
enable greater refugee mobility not only across borders but also within
Uganda.
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Figure 1. Map: Uganda – South Sudan borderlands
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Introduction
The Uganda–South Sudan borderlands
The border between Uganda and South Sudan, some 435 km long, stretches
from the meeting point of both Uganda and South Sudan with Kenya, in the
east, to their meeting point with the Democratic Republic of Congo, in the
west. As with many borders in Africa, it is a product of colonial encroachment
and negotiation. Significant parts of it have never been fully mapped or clearly
defined.1 The main overland border crossings are in Elegu–Nimule, on the
road between Gulu (Uganda) and Juba (South Sudan), and Oraba–Kaya, on the
road between Arua (Uganda) and Yei (South Sudan). There are also multiple
other smaller crossing points used by traders, as well as dozens of refugee
entry points along the border. Local populations have long been moving on a
regular basis across the border to access markets and services, and to maintain social ties.
One reason for the long-standing permeability of the border is that it cuts
across multiple ethnic communities that straddle both sides. The western
part of the borderlands is home to Kakwa and Kuku groups, as well as Lugbara
and Madi communities. The central section of the borderlands is mostly
inhabited by Acholi speakers. The eastern part of the borderlands is home

1

Douglas Johnson, When Boundaries Become Borders: The Impact of Boundary-Making in Southern
Sudan’s Frontier Zones, Nairobi: Rift Valley Institute, 2010, 101.
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to Karamojong communities (in the Karamoja sub-region of Uganda) and
primarily Lango and Didinga speakers (in Ikotos and Budi counties in South
Sudan, respectively). Such labelling should not imply, however, that these
ethnic identities are fixed, nor that ethnic groups are strictly separate. There
is a long history of exchange and mixing between communities on both sides
of the border and across it, even if recent political developments have led to
increasingly rigid identities.
Livelihoods along the borderland are based primarily on rainfed agriculture,
livestock and the sale of natural resources. Maize, sorghum, simsim (sesame),
groundnuts and cassava are among the most popular crops produced for
both consumption and sale. Livestock include cattle, sheep, goats and pigs.
The natural resources traded across the region include charcoal, firewood,
thatching grass and, on the South Sudan side, timber and gold. The western
and central sections of the borderlands are part of the South Sudan greenbelt
agro-ecological zone, which extends further into Western Equatoria. Under
normal circumstances, this is a surplus area, with products being traded both
locally and across the border. In contrast, in the eastern areas of the borderlands, rainfall is lower and farmers rely on one growing season, whereas
further west there are two seasons.2
Forced migration across the South Sudan–Uganda border has a long history.
The first wave of Sudanese refugees crossed into Uganda in the early 1960s,
fleeing the First Sudanese Civil War. After the 1972 peace agreement, refugees began to return to Sudan but in 1979, when Tanzanian forces invaded
Uganda to support a rebel insurgency and overthrow President Idi Amin,
communities from West Nile, Amin’s birthplace, crossed into Sudan, fleeing
retaliation.3 In the late 1980s, as the violence of the Sudanese civil war spread,
these refugees returned to Uganda, followed by South Sudanese refugees.

2

For a detailed discussion of these livelihood zones, see FEWS NET, ‘Livelihood Mapping and Zoning
Exercise: Uganda’, Washington, DC: FEWS NET, 2010; and FEWS NET, ‘Livelihoods Zone Map and
Descriptions for the Republic of South Sudan’, Washington, DC: FEWS NET, 2018.

3

M Leopold, ‘Crossing the Line: 100 Years of the North-West Uganda/south Sudan Border’, Journal of
Eastern African Studies 3 (2009).
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Throughout the 1990s, the Uganda–Sudan borderlands were the site of a
proxy war between Khartoum and Kampala.4 While Sudan supported rebel
groups inside Uganda – most famously, Joseph Kony’s Lord’s Resistance Army
(LRA) – Uganda supported the Sudan People’s Liberation Army (SPLA) in its
fight against the government in Khartoum.
Calm returned to the area in the mid-2000s when the conflicts in both Sudan
and northern Uganda ended. This marked the beginning of an aggressive
economic boom that dramatically changed the dynamics in the borderlands.
Oil revenues, foreign aid and investment, and population growth (partly
due to the return of refugees) all led to growing demand in South Sudan.
Combined with the lack of local production capacities, this growth in demand
led to a sharp rise in Ugandan exports. After an initial rise between 2005 and
2008, cross-border trade began to decrease, due to a combination of insecurity in South Sudan (and hostility towards Ugandan traders), import controls
imposed by the Central Bank of Sudan and growth in South Sudanese imports
from other countries.5

South Sudanese refugees in Uganda
Most fighting in the first phases of the South Sudanese civil war took place in
Greater Upper Nile. By 2015, however, the southern parts of the country were
gradually being drawn into the conflict, too. Harbouring old grievances over
their political marginalization, Equatorians were driven towards Riek Machar’s
opposition movement, the Sudan People’s Liberation Army – In Opposition
(SPLA-IO). Following the signing of the Agreement on the Resolution of the
Conflict in South Sudan (ARCSS) in August 2015, a recruitment drive took place

4

Gerard Prunier, ‘Rebel Movements and Proxy Warfare: Uganda, Sudan and the Congo (1986–99)’,
African Affairs 103/412 (2004).

5

Y Yoshino, G Ngungi and E Asebe, Enhancing the Recent Growth of Cross-Border Trade Between
South Sudan and Uganda, Washington, DC: World Bank, 2011, 2; International Alert, ‘Trading
With Neighbours: Understanding Uganda–South Sudan Business Community Trade Relations’,
London, International Alert, 2014; and African Development Bank Group, ‘South Sudan: A Study on
Competitiveness and Cross Border Trade With Neighbouring Countries’, Tunis: African Development
Bank Group, 2013.
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in all three Equatorian states, as Equatorians sought to join the SPLA-IO in
order to then be incorporated into what was supposed to be, under the peace
agreement, a unified South Sudanese army.6 The South Sudanese government
resisted this recruitment of opposition supporters from the Equatorias and
instead tried to replace them with Dinka recruits from other parts of the
country. Civilians in Western and Central Equatoria noticed an influx of Dinka
troops along the Ugandan and Congolese borders after the 2015 peace agreement was signed.7 By 2017, a new armed group in the Equatorias emerged:
The National Salvation Front (NAS), led by Thomas Cirillo, a Bari from Central
Equatoria and a former officer in the South Sudanese military.
The region quickly descended into war, which intensified after the peace
agreement collapsed in July 2016. SPLA troops, supposedly pursuing opposition members and their supporters, engaged in a campaign of ethnic cleansing,
while local opposition-allied forces attacked Dinka troops and civilians in
road ambushes. 8 Fighting also took place between the SPLA-IO and the NAS,
causing further divisions and bloodshed. The violence led to the uprooting of
hundreds of thousands of civilians who fled into northern Uganda, eventually
turning it into the largest refugee-hosting country in Africa. As of December
2021, Uganda hosted more than 900,000 registered South Sudanese
refugees, the majority of whom have crossed the border since 2016.9 Most
refugee settlements are located in northern Uganda, in the districts of
Yumbe, Adjumani, Lamwo, Madi Okollo and Terego (both previously part
of Arua District) and Obongi (previously part of Moyo District), although a

6

International Crisis Group, ‘South Sudan’s Other War: Resolving the Insurgency in Equatoria’, Juba/
Nairobi/Brussels: International Crisis Group, 2021, 7.

7

C Pinaud, War and Genocide in South Sudan, Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2021, 193.

8

Alan Boswell, ‘Conflict and Crisis in South Sudan’s Equatoria’, Washington, DC: USIP, 2021. (https://
www.usip.org/sites/default/files/2021-04/sr_493-conflict_and_crisis_in_south_sudans_equatoria.pdf;
Pinaud, War and Genocide, 199–214); and ‘International community has obligation to prevent “ethnic
cleansing” in South Sudan – UN rights experts’, UN News Service, 1 December 2016. (https://www.
refworld.org/docid/58407ddc40d.html)

9

All data is from the UNHCR data portal; see: https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/southsudan/
location/1925.
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considerable number of South Sudanese also reside in Kiryandongo refugee
settlement in Western Region, on the main road connecting Juba, Gulu and
Kampala.
Refugee–host relations have generally been positive in northern Uganda,
despite some tensions surrounding land allocation and access to natural
resources. Shared histories of displacement and, in some cases, pre-existing
ties between borderland communities, are often invoked as an explanation
in official rhetoric, even though reality is somewhat more complicated. As is
often the case in refugee-hosting regions, the expansion of refugee settlements and the protracted nature of South Sudanese presence in northern
Uganda has led to some tensions between refugees and citizens, and concerns
over environmental degradation. Research by the International Refugee Rights
Initiative from 2019 indicates that, beyond the question of land allocation,
such tensions revolve around access to firewood, grass and water, and are
often fuelled by frustrations among Ugandan civilians over unmet expectations related to development and economic opportunities.10 Ultimately,
the extent to which refugee–host tensions are a concern varies between
settlements.

Research objectives and methodology
This report has two objectives. The first is to examine the relationship
between cross-border movement and livelihoods in the borderlands. The
second is to explore the regulation and management of cross-border movement, its practical aspects and the risks it poses to people. The report draws
on qualitative research conducted in South Sudan and Uganda in September
2021 by two teams of researchers, each comprising one male and one female.
Each team worked on one side of the border and conducted semi-structured
interviews with civilians, government officials, traders, transporters and refugees. Interviews focused on people’s livelihoods, particularly as they relate

10

International Refugee Rights Initiative, ‘Understanding Conflict Dynamics Around Refugee
Settlements in Northern Uganda’, Kampala: IRRI, 2019.
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to cross-border networks, as well as their experiences and perceptions of
cross-border movement more broadly. In total, 63 females and 75 males were
interviewed, mostly individually but also in small groups of up to 6 people.
Interviews were conducted in English, Arabic, Acholi, Kakwa and Ma’di.
Some interviewees were selected based on their occupation (for example,
transporters, government officials, police personnel), while others were
identified through random sampling and based on their willingness to talk to
the research team. The research does not include quantitative methods or
large-scale surveys and does not aim to generate statistically representative
data. Many of the issues discussed here are sensitive. In Uganda, refugees
know that cross-border movement – although practically widespread and
tolerated by the authorities – is legally forbidden. On the South Sudanese
side, in contrast, the border area has been heavily militarized and, insecurity
and violence continue to impact all aspects of daily life. This has important
implications for cross-border dynamics but also had to be taken into account
by the research teams. To allow people to talk freely, interviewees were asked
whether they wanted to be recorded. Consent was given either orally or in
writing, and the teams took handwritten notes.
Geographically, the research focuses on the central and western parts of
the border between Uganda and South Sudan. In Uganda, interviews were
conducted in West Nile, where most South Sudanese refugees reside. In
particular, the research team worked in Nyumanzi Refugee Settlement and
Adjumani town in Adjumani District, Bidi Bidi Refugee Settlement in Yumbe
District and Rhino Refugee Settlement in Madi-Okollo and Terego (formerly
part of Arua District). These are the largest refugee-hosting districts in
Uganda. The settlements in these districts host refugees from different parts
of South Sudan – Equatorians who have been displaced from across the
border, and Nuer, Dinka and other communities from more distant parts of
South Sudan. Three refugee hosting districts with smaller South Sudanese
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communities are not included in this research: Lamwo (Palabek settlement),
Obongi (Palorinya Settlement) and Kiryandongo (Kiryandongo settlement).11
In South Sudan, the team worked in and around Kaya and Nimule, which are
near the main border crossings with Uganda. Both Kaya and Nimule were
important trade hubs before the conflict but have not been impacted in the
same way by the violence in Equatoria in recent years. While ambushes on
the Juba–Nimule highway have reduced the volume of passengers and trucks
moving through this route, trade and movement through the Nimule–Elegu
border point has gradually picked up since the 2016 violence. Traffic through
the Kaya–Oraba border point further west, meanwhile, remains extremely
low, due to ongoing violence on the South Sudan side of the border. The
population in Kaya mostly comprises soldiers and government officials, the
majority of whom reside, in practice, on the Ugandan side of the border but
cross it daily to work in South Sudan.

11

On the cross-border movements of Acholi refugees in Palabek, see: R J O’Byrne and C Ogeno,
‘Pragmatic Mobilities and Uncertain Lives: Agency and the Everyday Mobility of South Sudanese
Refugees in Uganda’, Journal of Refugee Studies, 33/4, 747-65.
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Distributed crossborder livelihoods
The role of transnational support
Ugandan refugee policy and settlement model are nominally designed to
promote the economic integration and self-reliance of refugees.12 Refugees
are free to move, work and start businesses, and at least within the settlements, have access to land they are supposed to cultivate. While they also
receive humanitarian aid – cash or in-kind, as long as they reside within a
designated settlement – they are supposed to become less reliant on this over
time. In practice, the size of plots allocated to refugees in the settlements
has been limited due to the large number of refugees in northern Uganda,
and non-agricultural livelihood opportunities in the under-developed refugee-hosting districts are extremely limited. The goal of self-reliance remains
elusive, and poverty rates are high. In this context, redistribution of resources
across transnational networks plays an important role in the livelihoods of
refugee communities.

12

On the history of the self-reliance agenda in Uganda, also see: International Refugee Rights Initiative,
‘Uganda’s Refugee Policies: The History, the Politics, the Way Forward’, Kampala: IRRI, 2018.
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The precariousness of life in the Ugandan refugee settlements is well documented.13 A household survey conducted by the World Bank in 2018, for
instance, indicates that in the settlements of West Nile, 66.1 per cent of the
income of refugee households comes from aid, while only a small share of it
comes from wages (9.1 per cent), agriculture (7.2 per cent) or enterprises (6.5
per cent).14 During the 2017 Ugandan Refugee Vulnerability Survey, more than
90 per cent of refugees in Yumbe and Adjumani report having no sufficient
land for cultivation, with rates being only slightly better (83 per cent) in Arua.15
The combination of reductions in food rations and the COVID-19 pandemic
has further worsened the situation over the past two years. Food rations have
been reduced from 100 per cent to 70 per cent in April 2020, and then to 60
per cent in February 2021, while the price of key food items has increased
due to lockdowns and other COVID-19-related measures, leading to a rise in
malnutrition and food insecurity.16
One implication of the poverty and lack of livelihoods opportunities in the
refugee settlements is that support from relatives elsewhere is viewed as
essential for survival in these humanitarian spaces. ‘The refugees are given
UGX 19,000 [USD 5.30] per person per month’, the owner of a small shop in
Nyumanzi Refugee settlement, a South Sudanese man in his 60s, explains,
referring to the monthly cash rations refugees receive. ‘This is not enough and
[it] makes people move back to South Sudan. Some people are too poor. They

13

For an account of previous waves of displacement, also see: G Verdirame and B Harrell-Bond, Rights
in Exile: Janus-Faced Humanitarianism, New York: Berghahn Books, 2005.

14

World Bank, ‘Informing the Refugee Policy Response in Uganda. Results from the Uganda Refugee
and Host Communities 2018 Household Survey’, Washington, DC: World Bank, 2019, 66. (https://
openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/32511)

15

Development Pathways, ‘Analysis of Refugee Vulnerability in Uganda’, Sidcup: Development
Pathways, January 2020, ix. (https://www.developmentpathways.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/
WFP_DP-Analysis-Uganda-Refugees.pdf)

16

Integrated Food Security Phase Classification, ‘Uganda (Refugees): Overview of the IPC Acute
Malnutrition Analysis of the Refugee Settlements in Uganda, November 2020 – September 2021’, IPC:
Rome, July 2021. Accessed 24 February 2022, https://www.ipcinfo.org/fileadmin/user_upload/ipcinfo/
docs/1_IPC_Uganda_Refugees_AcuteMalnutrition_2020Nov2021Sept_Report.pdf; and World Bank, ‘One
year in the pandemic: Results from the High-Frequency Phone Surveys for Refugees in Uganda’,
Washington, DC: World Bank, 2021. Accessed 24 February 2022, https://documents1.worldbank.org/
curated/en/794251624902794307/pdf/One-Year-in-the-Pandemic-Results-from-the-High-Frequency-PhoneSurveys-for-Refugees-in-Uganda.pdf.
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have no other support from anywhere else’.17 The man further notes that his
relatives in Egypt and the United States send him support occasionally, and
that this support had also enabled him to open his small business in Uganda.
Another refugee in Nyumanzi notes: ‘Our brothers in South Sudan and abroad,
like in America, are the ones sending money because this food is not enough.’18
Transnational support allows refugees to buy food items and supplement
their limited rations, start small enterprises, and access education and health
services. The scope of support sent from abroad, and from urban areas into
the Ugandan refugee settlements is difficult to quantify, not least because
such support takes various shapes and forms: food items sent across the
border; children being taken care of by relatives and friends while their
parents are on the move; and more conventional monetary support. Data
gathered by the World Bank suggests that remittances alone account for some
8.2 percent of the income of refugee households in the settlements of West
Nile, which is slightly more than agricultural activities or enterprises.19 That
this figure rises sharply to more than 74 per cent in Kampala – where most
refugees do not receive any humanitarian aid – indicates that transnational
support also plays an important role in enabling refugees to move outside the
settlements and access services within Uganda.

Circular cross-border movement
As networks of support and redistribution extend across the border, a
significant amount of circular or pendular movement takes place between
the Ugandan refugee settlements and South Sudan, meaning that refugees

17

Interview with a male refugee trader and shop owner, Nyumanzi Refugee settlement, Adjumani, 15
September 2021.

18

Interview with two refugee leaders, Nyumanzi Refugee settlement, Adjumani, 16 September 2021.

19

World Bank, ‘Informing the Refugee Policy Response in Uganda. Results from the Uganda Refugee
and Host Communities 2018 Household Survey’, Washington, DC: World Bank, 2019, 66. (https://
openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/32511)
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undertake periodic visits to South Sudan but then return to Uganda.20 This
movement is driven by a range of socio-cultural and economic factors, and
plays an important role in the cross-border livelihoods of refugee communities. While this qualitative research is not designed to produce statistically
representative data on the refugee population, it is telling that 9 out of 41
(almost 22 percent) refugees interviewed in Uganda disclose that they have
crossed the border into South Sudan at least once since they first fled. Their
reasons for travelling to South Sudan include getting an ID or a driving licence,
looking for a job, visiting a sick relative, attending funerals, participating in a
church meeting, as well as transporting goods or people.
Some other common reasons for pendular cross-border movement offered
by interviewees include managing marriage affairs, visiting partners and
other relatives, repatriating the bodies of South Sudanese who died in exile,
retrieving school certificates and moving animals. While it is common for
South Sudanese to travel into Uganda for medical treatment, particularly
if they reside near the border, some refugees also travel to South Sudan to
access traditional medicines that are unavailable in Uganda.21 Some crossborder movement also relates to transnational family disputes or the attempts
of refugees to avoid the Ugandan authorities and settle conflict informally
within their own communities. One police officer in Adjumani complains:
‘They commit crimes here and go to South Sudan or commit crimes in South
Sudan and come to hide here.’22
Movement related to family disputes and access to justice seems to be
particularly prevalent in cases of sexual abuse. Sexual relations with a minor
(a person who is younger than eighteen years old) is a capital offence under

20

The UNHCR refers to such movements as ‘pendular’. See: UNHCR, ‘South Sudan Regional Refugee
Response Plan, January 2020–December 2021’, Nairobi: UNHCR Regional Bureau for East and Horn
of Africa, and the Great Lakes, September 2020, 11. (https://reporting.unhcr.org/sites/default/files/
South%20Sudan%20Regional%20Refugee%20Response%20Plan.pdf)

21

Interview with the youth chairperson of Egge village (a male Ugandan, also a boda boda driver),
Nyumanzi vocational skills training center, 14 September 2021.

22

Interview with a police Officer in Charge (male Ugandan), Nyumanzi Refugee settlement, Adjumani,
14 September 2021.
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Ugandan law, meaning that any such case must be reported to, and handled
by, the formal justice system. Pre-marital sex is considered illegal under
the customary legal systems of various South Sudanese communities, and
is particularly likely to lead to disputes when it results in pregnancy. When
young men know that there is a likelihood of them being reported to the
police and arrested—for example, after impregnating a girl who is a minor
residing in a Ugandan refugee settlement—they often flee to South Sudan
and only return once the dispute is settled informally between the families
according to customary law.23 In this context, the potential intervention of the
Ugandan authorities, which leads to arrests and imprisonment, can be viewed
as harmful and unnecessary, not only by the offenders but by other sides to
the dispute as well.24 As the police officer cited above adds: ‘They like settling
their cases outside court.’25
The closure of schools for a long period of time in Uganda due to COVID-19
also led some South Sudanese youths to try to cross back to South Sudan,
often through informal routes. For many South Sudanese, education is one of
the main attractions of the settlements in Uganda. In many families, sustaining
the education of children in Uganda is a key priority, with school fees being
one of the first things to be covered when support is available from relatives
in South Sudan or elsewhere. COVID-19 resulted in significant disruptions in
the Ugandan education system, leading some youths to conclude that they
would be better off in South Sudan. During the lockdown, some youths were
arrested by the authorities as they tried to cross back to South Sudan on foot.
They were brought back to the settlements. A transporter in Adjumani town
reflects:
Women and children are the ones moving. They are moving because
now in Uganda, there is no school. They are taking some people back

23

Refugee Law Project, ‘Gender and access to justice in Uganda’s settlements: The experiences of
South Sudanese refugees’, Refugee Law Project Working Paper, Kampala: RLP (forthcoming).

24

Refugee Law Project, ‘Gender and access to justice’.

25

Interview with Police Officer in Charge (male Ugandan), Nyumanzi Refugee settlement, Adjumani, 14
September 2021.
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to South Sudan to school. If they reopen the schools in Uganda, their
children will come back.26

Spontaneous refugee returns?
Over the past three years, considerable attention has been paid to the
question of refugee returns to South Sudan. The United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and the South Sudanese Relief and
Rehabilitation Commission (RRC) now publish regular updates on spontaneous
refugee returns. According to their data, since the signing of the Revitalized
Agreement on the Resolution of the Conflict in the Republic of South Sudan
(R-ARCSS) in September 2018, more than 100,000 refugees have spontaneously returned from Uganda, often citing lack of livelihood opportunities
in exile and an improvement in the security situation in South Sudan as the
key reasons for this.27 Over the same period of time, however, the number
of South Sudanese refugees in Uganda has increased by more than 150,000
(from 785,104 to 943,991), as fighting and flooding continued to displace
populations in different parts of South Sudan.28
Interviews with respondents in the Ugandan refugee settlements confirm that
poverty—worsened by the reductions in aid and the impact of COVID-19—is
the key reason refugees choose to move back to South Sudan. A female
farmer in Kaya who left Uganda for South Sudan in December 2020 explains: ‘I
said I better suffer in my own country, because [there is] no food [in Uganda].
Only WFP [World Food Programme] distributes food to people … and it is not

26

Interview with two Ugandan transporters, Adumani town, 15 September 2021.

27

‘Overview of spontaneous refugee returns as of August 2021’, UNHCR, August 2021. (https://reliefweb.
int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/SSD_SpontaneousReturnees_30_08_2021.pdf); and ‘South Sudan:
Spontaneous Refugee Return Household Survey – April to June 2020’, UNHCR, September 2020.
(https://data2.unhcr.org/en/documents/details/78906)

28

‘South Sudan Situation: Uganda’, UNHCR Operational Data Portal. Accessed 2 November 2021,
https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/southsudan/location/1925 (figures last updated on 31 Oct 2021).
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enough to survive.’29 Another South Sudanese transporter in Rhino refugee
settlement who usually drives passengers to and from Arua and Koboko, adds:
Some people are fed up with the settlement because of the reduced
rations. They go back to South Sudan to cultivate. As you have seen
in the settlement, there is no place for cultivation. The place is rocky.
Even if you go to the host community, they do not have enough land
to give to all the refugees. Then you hear someone is said to have
returned to South Sudan.30
Rather than mass return, however, it is often single representatives of families
who travel back to South Sudan in an attempt to farm or find other sources of
income in order to support relatives in Uganda. Both in Kaya and Nimule and
its surroundings, farmers and government workers report that they regularly
send food items (crops harvested in South Sudan) and money to relatives
across the border. In fact, it appears far more common for individuals to send
support from South Sudan to Uganda than the other way around. In many
cases, therefore, return to South Sudan is better understood not so much
as a strategic long-term decision that dramatically reorients livelihoods but
rather as an ad hoc response to extreme precariousness that remains deeply
embedded in the distributed cross-border livelihoods of the borderlands.
Consider, for example, the case of Susan, a fifty-seven-year-old female farmer
in Kaya and a mother of five. Susan was displaced to Uganda in 2016 but
then decided to return to South Sudan in 2017, in order to rear her goats
and cultivate. Originally from Lainya (Central Equatoria state) but a resident
of Kaya since 2000, she decided to return to Kaya. She came with her three
young daughters, leaving the other two in Uganda with their husbands. In
Kaya, she now grows maize, beans, papaya and avocado, and also brews local
alcohol, which the soldiers stationed in town buy from her. Using the taxis on
the Ugandan side of the border, in Oraba, she sends a considerable portion of

29

Interview with a female farmer, Kaya, 16 September 2021.

30

Interview with male South Sudanese transporter, Ofua III, Rhino Refugee Settlement, 23 September
2021.
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her crops to her two daughters in Uganda. ‘This year, I harvested three sacks
of maize and only half a sack of beans’, she notes. ‘I am going to send one sack
to both of them.’31
Many of the civilians cultivating around Nimule also do so in order to
support relatives on the other side of the border. Jacob, for example, a
fifty-two-year-old South Sudanese father of five, now lives in Mugale payam
(second-lowest administrative division, below a county), east of Nimule. His
wife and children are all in Koboko, Uganda, where they have been since the
entire family was displaced from Nimule in 2016. A former government soldier,
Jacob left his family in Uganda and returned to Mugale to cultivate in order to
support them:
I send items across the border to my family like food items and money
once a month. Sometimes I go by myself, so that I can see them but
sometimes I send it with a vehicle. I give them to a driver, and it will
reach them safely. And if I am sending money, I send it through mobile
money.32
While considerable support is being sent from South Sudan to refugees in
Uganda, some of those who move back to South Sudan retain their registration in the settlement in order to benefit from the limited aid that is provided
there. A twenty-nine-year-old female in Kaya, originally displaced from
Morobo (Central Equatoria state) to Uganda in 2016, explains that she decided
to move back to South Sudan to join her husband. Nonetheless, she continues
to receive rations in the settlement, and supplements them with the money
she now earns washing clothes for South Sudanese soldiers and government
officials in Kaya:
I was registered and receiving relief items in the camp but when a little
calm returned to Kaya in 2019, I came here because my husband was
already staying here. … Receiving my food rations in the camp normally

31

Interview with a female farmer, Kaya, 16 September 2021.

32

Interview with a male farmer, Mugale, 21 September 2021.
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takes a very long time. During the time I am waiting for these rations
from Uganda, I wash the clothes of the officials working in Kaya. … I
buy food for my children because relief in Uganda camps has delays.33
The necessity of this practice is another indication that movement back into
South Sudan is very often not a conclusive and sustainable return but rather
part of a wider set of strategies of ‘survivalist improvisation’ that straddle the
borderlands.34 With many families split between Uganda and South Sudan and
relying on the constant redistribution of resources across the border, the line
between return and other patterns of circular movement is vague.

Perilous livelihoods in South Sudan
While the precariousness of life in the Ugandan refugee settlements encourages people to seek opportunities on the other side of the border, insecurity
on the South Sudan side severely limits these opportunities. Over the past
three years, since the signing of the R-ARCSS, fighting in Central Equatoria,
particularly around Yei and the southern parts of the state, continues to
displace populations in South Sudan to Uganda and the Democratic Republic
of Congo (DRC). The United Nations Commission on Human Rights in South
Sudan notes that violence in the region has been ‘motivated by, inter alia,
territorial disputes, access to lucrative gold mines, illegal taxation, extortion
and smuggling, and retaliation against persons suspected or accused of
supporting opposing sides’.35 Civilians have been terrorized by both the South
Sudan People’s Defence Forces (SSPDF) and rebel groups. Road ambushes
have repeatedly targeted traders and humanitarian workers, making travel
particularly unsafe.

33

Interview with a female laundry worker, Kaya, 17 September 2021.

34

This term is taken from J Ferguson, Give a Man a Fish: Reflections on the New Politics of Distribution,
Durham: Duke University Press, 2015, 94.
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UN General Assembly, ‘Report of the Commission on Human Rights in South Sudan’, February 2021,
A/HRC/46/53, paragraph 27. (https://www.ecoi.net/en/file/local/2046934/A_HRC_46_53_E.pdf)
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Returning to South Sudan is considered dangerous. Among refugees in
Uganda, stories about individuals who have left the settlements and then
were killed are common. A trader in Bidi Bidi explains: ‘Movement is risky.
We had thought of crossing but we fear. Many of us have been killed after
crossing the border. That is why we fear to go back to our country.’36 Another
South Sudanese famer in Bidi Bidi adds: ‘You are not sure of your life if you
go back to South Sudan. You might not know what will happen to you. … It is
risky for one to cross the border and cultivate there.’37 A Ugandan residing
in near Rhino Camp notes: ‘You can hear reports that so and so is dead in
South Sudan. The reason? You do not know. Maybe they are involved in the
insurgency. They organize funerals here. They are so many.’38 Indeed, the
UNHCR 2019 Regional Intention Survey of South Sudanese Refugees indicates
that 63 percent of South Sudanese refugees in Uganda were not making plans
to return home, with many others willing to return in principle but having no
clear timeline for doing so.39
In many parts of Central Equatoria, insecurity hinders sustainable cultivation.
People can only cultivate in small gardens as they avoid moving far away from
urban centres. For instance, one female farmer in Kaya explains that while
she sells some of her crops in the market across the border in Oraba, she also
sends support to her relatives in Yei town, ‘because they are not cultivating
because of the insecurity surrounding Yei hindering farming activities there’.40
Kaya itself has been largely abandoned by its residents and is now mostly
inhabited by government soldiers and their relatives, some of whom have
moved to Kaya after being displaced to Uganda. While some Kaya residents
do farm, they refrain from leaving the centre of town due to fears of rebel

36

Interview with two South Sudanese traders, Zone II, Bidi Bidi Refugee Settlement, 18 September
2021.

37

Interview with a male refugee farmer, Zone I, Bidi Bidi Refugee Settlement, 19 September 2021.

38

Interview with local council chairperson, Amuru village and Ofua zone, Rhino Refugee Settlement, 23
September 2021.

39

‘Regional Intention Survey of South Sudanese Refugees’, UNHCR, June 2019. (https://microdata.unhcr.
org/index.php/catalog/224/download/674)

40

Interview with a female farmer, Kaya, 17 September 2021.
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attacks, and usually sell their crops in the market in Uganda.41 In September
2021, while the research team visited Kaya, a humanitarian convoy travelling
from Yei to Morobo was attacked by people carrying guns—an incident that
resulted in the death of one person.42
With the main roads connecting it to other towns in Central Equatoria deemed
insecure, the border town of Kaya has lost its significance as an economic
hub. Most residents not only rely on the market on the Ugandan side of the
border but reside, in practice, in Uganda. As one interviewee explains, most
South Sudanese in Kaya ‘come and conduct their businesses and go back in
the evening to sleep in Oraba’ due to insecurity.43 An official of the South
Sudanese RRC based in the town explains: ‘It is not only officials who sleep in
Oraba but also the farmers come to cultivate during the day and go back to
Oraba to sleep. When they harvest their produce like maize, they sell it in the
market in Uganda.’44

41

Interview with a male farmer, Kaya, 17 September 2021.

42

‘Humanitarian Coordinator a.i. in South Sudan condemns attack on a humanitarian
convoy in Yei County, Central Equatoria,’ United Nations Office for the Coordination
of Humanitarian Affairs, 22 September 2021. (https://reliefweb.int/report/south-sudan/
humanitarian-coordinator-ai-south-sudan-condemns-attack-humanitarian-convoy-yei)

43

Interview with a Kimba Payam administrator, Kaya, 15 September 2021. Administratively, Kaya falls
under Kimba Payam.

44

Interview with an official of the RRC, Kaya, 15 September 2021.
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Figure 2. Informal export from Uganda to South Sudan by border station,
2011–2019 (USD millions)
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Source: Data compiled by author from annual Uganda Bureau of Statistics (UBOS) reports.45

Insecurity along the roads also means that in general it is riskier and more
expensive to access markets or transport crops. Multiple interviewees
around Nimule, where locals and individuals displaced from other parts of
South Sudan are farming in several sites outside the main town, raise this
issue. Extortion by soldiers is also a concern, as one interviewee in Mugale
notes: ‘When you are going out of Nimule town or coming into Nimule town

45

28

The Bank of Uganda and the Uganda Bureau of Statistics (UBOS) conduct regular surveys on informal
trade in Uganda with neighbouring countries. On the South Sudanese border, these surveys take
place at the border crossings of Nimule and Kaya, and nominally cover all goods not recorded by
customs authorities. The surveys are based on observations at the border points during the day (7:00
a.m. to 6:00 p.m.) and do not cover goods deliberately smuggled at night or passing through other
formal or informal border points. This data on informal trade can be accessed through the website of
the Bank of Uganda, at https://www.bou.or.ug/bou/bouwebsite/Statistics/Reports/ICBT.html.
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and carrying something, you cannot go free. You have to pay money to all the
roadblocks.’46 Thus, even those who do cultivate may struggle to sell what
they produce with a profit. Another female farmer in Mugale explains:
Before the conflict, we use to take our cassava, groundnuts and
sorghum to Juba where the market is high and prices are fair. But
when the conflict broke out, especially the one in 2016, transportation
become a big problem and we could not afford [to travel there]. We
also feared that our items would be burned to ashes.47

Mobility and gender
The Ugandan refugee settlements are dominated by women and children. In
the settlements of Adjumani and Bidi Bidi, for example, some 85 per cent of
the refugees are women and children.48 In Rhino, the figure is only slightly
lower—81 per cent.49 In popular discourse, unsurprisingly, refugee settlements
are often described among South Sudanese people as places for women and
children, in which men become ‘useless’.50 This is primarily the case because in
the settlements women are usually household heads, controlling the access to
humanitarian aid, while children benefit from what is considered to be quality
education in English. Men, meanwhile, have extremely limited livelihoods
options in Uganda, and their idleness and inability to support their families is a
common cause of tensions.51 They therefore are often the ones who remain in

46

Interview with two female farmers, Mugale, 21 September 2021.

47

Interview with a female farmer, Mugale, 21 September 2021. See also: interview with a male farmer,
Mugale, 21 September 2021; interview with a female farmer, Biyo (near Nimule), 23 September 2021;
and interview with a female charcoal trader, Nimule market, 24 September 2021.

48

‘Uganda - Refugee Statistics October 2021 – Adjumani’, UNHCR. (https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.
int/files/resources/Adjumani%20Settlement%20Profile_Oct2021.pdf); and ‘Uganda - Refugee Statistics
August 2021 – Bidibidi’, UNHICR. (https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/Bidibidi%20
Settlement%20Profile_Aug2021.pdf)

49

‘Uganda - Refugee Statistics October 2021 - Rhino,’ UNHCR. )https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/
files/resources/Rhino%20Settlement%20Profile_Oct2021.pdf)

50

Interview with a policewoman (Child and Family Protection Unit), Zone I, Bidi Bidi Refugee
Settlement, 19 September 2021.

51

See also Refugee Law Project, ‘Gender and access to justice’.
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South Sudan, sending back support whenever they can. A male refugee leader
in Bidi Bidi notes:
Men are not usually targeted [by humanitarian agencies] because
women are considered vulnerable groups. … So, you find the issues of
livelihoods and financial challenges making most men cross the border.
If the government can look into that it would be good, and I think the
issue of cross-border movement would be minimized.52
This should not imply that women remain immobile in the settlements while
men cross the border in search of economic opportunities. On the contrary,
several interviewees in the settlements mention that women who travel to
meet their husbands in South Sudan represent much of the cross-border
movement of refugees. As one refugee leader argues, ‘Most of the refugees
are women whose husbands are based in South Sudan and there is a basic
need as human beings to be with your husband and also to go and get pregnant.’53 In some refugee settlements, officials and refugee leaders claim that
cases of child neglect and desertion are often the consequence of women’s
mobility.54
Small-scale cross-border trade, primarily in agricultural goods, is often the
domain of women. In Kaya, for example, it is mostly women who buy products
on the Ugandan side of the border and then sell them on the South Sudanese
side. They supplement this income by cooking and brewing alcohol for local
South Sudanese officials and soldiers. Some women also buy goods in Uganda
and sell them in Nimule, or buy goods in South Sudan and sell them in Elegu
or elsewhere in Uganda. Men tend to be more involved in the transportation
business—driving shared taxis or boda bodas (motorcycle taxis) across the
border and transferring goods between traders or dispersed family members.

52

Interview with a male refugee leader, Zone I, Bidi Bidi Refugee Settlement, 19 September 2021.

53

Interview with a female refugee leader, Nyumanzi Refugee Settlement, Adjumani, 16 September
2021.

54

Refugee Law Project, ‘Gender and access to justice’.
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The cross-border smuggling of goods such as fuel, oil, alcohol and sugar is
therefore often associated with (male) boda boda drivers and youths too.55

55

See, for example, interview with an immigration official, Nimule, 23 September 2021 and interview
with resident of Egge village (Ugandan of South Sudanese origin and village-level local council),
Nyumanzi Refugee Settlement, Adjumani, 14 September 2021.
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Cross-border movement
in practice
Weighing the options
As much as cross-border networks may be central to people’s livelihoods,
moving across the border is a complicated endeavour. Travelling through
formal routes is expensive, due to both the price of transportation and the
various fees (formal and informal) one is required to pay at the border and
along the way. These costs encourage some people to try crossing through
informal routes, which are colloquially known as ‘panya roads’ (rat roads).
Panya roads are considered dangerous due to the presence of armed groups
along the way and the risk of being caught by members of the predatory
security apparatus on either side of the border.56 Therefore, as they navigate
across the border, people also navigate between formal and informal routes
and practices, trying to address some of the logistical and financial obstacles
to cross-border movement and mitigate the risks associated with it.
Refugees in Uganda most commonly cross the border using shared taxis
(regular passenger cars or minivans), boda bodas (motorcycle taxi) or on foot,

56

Interview with a male village-level local council chairperson, Lojia Village and Bidi Bidi Refugee
Settlement, 19 September 2021, and interview with a male refugee leader, Zone I, Bidi Bidi Refugee
Settlement, 19 September 2021.
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with the latter option being more common in those settlements near the
border. In Bidi Bidi settlement, a station known as ‘Juba Stage’ was established
as demand for cross-border services increased. ‘If people want to leave from
here to Juba, they come to us’, one transporter at Juba Stage explains. ‘We
give them tickets. A vehicle comes the next day, and they are taken. … There
are three vehicles here. In a week, two vehicles can travel to South Sudan.’57
From the settlements in Adjumani, refugees usually need to find their way to
Adjumani town—often on foot or with a boda boda—where shared taxis to
Nimule are available. From Rhino, a traveller can get a shared taxi to Arua or
Koboko. Direct transport to South Sudan is rare but also available.
Travelling with a vehicle is expensive. Transportation prices also significantly
increased due to the COVID-19 regulations in Uganda, as the number of
people allowed in each vehicle was limited. A trip from Adjumani to Nimule in
a shared taxi of five passengers, for example, used to cost UGX 20,000 (USD
5.60) before the pandemic.58 At present, the same journey is priced at around
UGX 50,000 (USD 14.00), as vehicles can only carry three passengers.59 Given
that refugees who receive aid in cash only get UGX 19,000 (USD 5.34) a month
for their rations, public transport is far beyond reach for most settlement
residents. The obvious alternative is to walk at least some parts of the journey,
which refugees often do, in groups or alone, even though this option is considered to be less safe.60
If travelling on foot cuts down transportation costs, crossing the border
through informal panya routes helps avoid taxation, extortion at roadblocks
and, until recently, visa fees. Here, the movement of civilians and refugees

57

Interview with a male South Sudanese transporter, Zone II, Bidi Bidi Refugee settlement, 18
September 2021.

58

All currency conversions are approximate and based on the rates available from oanda. See: http://
www.oanda.com/currency/converter/.

59

Interview with two Ugandan transporters, Adjumani town, 15 September 2021.

60

Interview with a female resident of Egge village (Ugandan of South Sudanese origin and village-level
local council member), Nyumanzi Refugee Settlement, Adjumani, 14 September 2021; interview with
a male Ugandan religious leader (imam), Zone II, Bidi Bidi Refugee Settlement, 18 September 2021;
and interview with a tea lady, Nyumanzi Refugee Settlement, Adjumani, 15 September 2021.
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takes place along the same informal infrastructure used by small-scale
smugglers and entrepreneurs who have been operating in the borderlands
for many decades. There is a long history of cross-border contraband trade
in West Nile—both by petty traders and powerful business people—and thus
a developed network of smuggling routes.61 These are predominantly used
by borderland entrepreneurs to either avoid taxation or ferry goods that are
not supposed to be imported or exported, such as fuel (which is dramatically
cheaper in South Sudan and thus smuggled into Uganda in large quantities), as
well as cooking oil and alcohol.
The informal route near Nimule, which requires travellers to cross the Unyama
River, is particularly notorious, as several people have drowned in recent years
trying to cross the border. This is mentioned by several interviewees in the
area. For instance, one female farmer in Mugale explains:
Many people here fear paying for a visa, which is very expensive.
Hence they use some unrecognized roads to cross to Uganda. Some
people are using the Unyama River and others, like the fuel smugglers,
use the Nile to cross the border but this crossing is associated with
deaths and injuries. Some are even arrested and taken for investigation. If you are taking items, they will take all of it and let you to go
without anything. If these are business items, then that is the end of
the capital and the business. There are many cases of people being
taken via the Unyama River in illegal border crossings in Nimule. This
is because of fear of paying much money to be allowed to cross the
border.62
During the COVID-19 lockdown in Uganda, when movement was severely
restricted both within Uganda and across its borders, refugees often opted
for moving at night to avoid the authorities altogether. One village-level local
council member in Adjumani notes: ‘During the lockdown, we carried out
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K Meagher, ‘The Hidden Economy: Informal and Parallel Trade in Northwestern Uganda’, Review of
African Political Economy 17 (1990); and K Titeca, ‘Tycoons and Contraband: Informal Cross-Border
Trade in West Nile, North-Western Uganda’, Journal of Eastern African Studies 6/1 (2012).
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Interview with two female farmers, Mugale, 21 September 2021.
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operations with the police and stopped them at 2:00 a.m.’63 Another refugee
leader in Bidi Bidi adds: ‘During the corona period, people could sneak around
at night, and it was the neighbours who reported to the leaders about people
who have crossed the border.’64 To some extent, avoiding the authorities at
the time also meant avoiding the mandatory isolation period for incoming
travellers. As already noted, however, the closure of schools for a long period
of time also led youths to try to cross back to South Sudan. Surveillance
around the border increased during the lockdown, however, which meant that
some were caught on the way. A police officer in Adjumani explains:
During the COVID-19 lockdown, the border was regulated so much!
Refugees were brought back as they tried to escape to South Sudan.
Those who wanted to come from South Sudan to Uganda were blocked.
They [border patrols] did not arrest them. They called us, that there
were refugees [found wandering near the border], and we mobilized
and brought them back to the settlement.65

The role of settlement authorities
Refugee settlements in Uganda are managed by the Office of the Prime
Minister (OPM). Each settlement is headed by a settlement commandant,
who is an OPM official. The Uganda Police Force (UPF) represents the formal
justice and rule of law system, and is responsible for maintaining order in the
settlements. The UPF has posts in most settlements but these have limited
resources and personnel. As long as disputes among refugees do not lead to
extreme violence and disorder, settlement residents are encouraged to sort
them out among themselves. In practice, the most dominant institutions
governing the settlements are the refugee-led administrative structures, the
Refugee Welfare Councils (RWCs). Each settlement has a three-tier system

63

Interview with local council chairperson of Egge village (a Ugandan male), Nyumanzi vocational skills
training center, 14 September 2021.

64

Interview with a male refugee leader, Zone I, Bidi Bidi Refugee Settlement, 19 September 2021.

65

Interview with a police Officer in Charge (male Ugandan), Nyumanzi Refugee settlement, Adjumani,
14 September 2021.
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of decentralized governance, with RWCs at the block (RCW1), zone (RWC2)
and settlement (RWC3) levels.66 RWCs serve as intermediaries between the
refugees and all formal institutions operating in the settlements; namely, the
OPM, the UPF and all humanitarian agencies.
Refugees are not formally allowed to move across the border. The OPM may
grant refugees permission to move inside Uganda and to other neighbouring
countries, such as the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), and can facilitate
voluntary repatriation in some contexts. Otherwise, the OPM does not
approve of cross-border movement. ‘Once they cross to the other side, we
don’t have anything to do with them’, one OPM official in Bidi Bidi states,
explaining that ‘as far as the refugee convention is concerned, once one
crosses back to his [or her] country of origin, he [or she] ceases to be a refugee’.67 A visit by a refugee to his or her country of origin can be interpreted as
voluntary re-availing oneself of the protection of the country of nationality.
According to both the 1951 Refugee Convention and the Uganda Refugee Act,
this is an act that may lead to the cessation of refugee status. Another OPM
official in Adjumani notes:
Of course, as the OPM, we do not allow them to go back. They do not
tell us whether they are crossing. … Last week, one of our [settlement]
leaders was killed on Nimule Road. He went without our permission
but when he was killed the other side, we were informed. Now, we
cannot say that that is our person of concern. For us, as the OPM, we
don’t know. … He went to visit relatives or whatever. He was a RWC1
chairperson from Iyilo [Refugee Settlement].68
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The RWC structure is designed to mirror the Ugandan system of local councils (LCs) operating among
civilians outside the settlements, even though the legal framework governing the operations and
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Interview with OPM official, Bidi Bidi Refugee Settlement, 17 September 2021.
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Interview with OPM official, Nyumanzi Refugee Settlement, 14 September 2021.
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The OPM and the RWCs discourage cross-border movement and publicly advocate against it. A female RWC in Nyumanzi, for instance, explains that ‘The
OPM and RWCs forbid movement across the border because it is not good to
move and in case anything happens, they are blamed. They have been doing
awareness raising against crossing the border and unnecessary movement.’69
Another male RWC in Bidi Bidi adds: ‘Because I am a leader, I participate in
community sensitization, and I have to be exemplary to others by not crossing
the border.’70 A female RWC in Rhino notes that it can be a challenge to
persuade individuals not to travel across the border: ‘When you tell them not
to go to South Sudan, they say they are going to look for food.’71 In practice,
therefore, cross-border movement often only comes to the attention of the
OPM and the authorities in the settlements when refugees are caught by
the police or military, who then hand them back to the authorities in the
settlement.72 However, those absent from the settlement during a verification
exercise – when the biodata of refugees is updated – may also lose their
refugee status.73
A policewoman in Bidi-Bidi explains that Ugandans who want to cross the
border are provided with a letter from the Resident District Commissioner
(RDC) stating the purpose of their movement. The RDC does not, however,
issue such letters to refugees, who are under OPM responsibility.74
Nonetheless, several interviewees mention that in some cases, cross-border
movement of refugees is permitted, and that letters can be provided to facilitate it. A police officer in Adjumani, for example, explains: ‘Sometimes, they
ask for letter to take their animals to South Sudan. That is what we regulate.
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Interview with a female refugee leader, Nyumanzi Refugee Settlement, 16 September 2021.
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Interview with a male refugee leader, Zone I, Bidi Bidi Refugee Settlement, 19 September 2021.
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Interview with a female refugee leader, Ocea zone, Rhino Refugee Settlement, 22 September 2021.
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Interview with OPM official, Nyumanzi Refugee Settlement, 14 September 2021.
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Interview with a police Officer in Charge (male Ugandan), Nyumanzi Refugee settlement, Adjumani,
14 September 2021.
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Interview with a policewoman (Child and Family Protection Unit), Zone I, Bidi Bidi Refugee
Settlement, 19 September 2021.
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Other [cross-border movements] are illegal.’75 One village-level local council
member near Rhino Camp notes that a letter is also provided by the RWCs
when bodies are taken from Uganda to South Sudan. Some of the refugees
who cross the border, he explains, take what are referred to as ‘letters of
introduction’ with them:
They take the letter from the RWCs. Other people want their people to
be buried in their land back in South Sudan. They come to me to pick a
letter, because the LC1s [village-level local council] have a stamp. They
do not take letters if [they cross the border] for trade. … It happened
twice that they took their dead bodies to South Sudan, and I wrote
that letter, as to how long they would stay there and come back. At the
border, if they stay past the date stated in the letter, they will also be
punished.76
It should be noted that the mandate and authority of the RWCs are not clearly
stipulated in any dedicated formal legislation in Uganda. Any letters issued
by them have an ambiguous legal status at best. Some refugees, however,
also mention being given letters by the OPM when travelling across the
border. One refugee in Nyumanzi, who crossed the border to attend a church
meeting in 2019, says, ‘OPM gave the documents such as the letter, including
the number of days I would stay in South Sudan.’77 As another transporter in
Adjumani explains, ‘People at the border will ask where you are going and ask
for a letter from the settlement commandant.’78 Whether any of these letters
are accepted by local authorities in South Sudan – and whether they are
meant to justify cross border movement rather than merely movement out
of the settlements within Uganda – is not clear. However, they appear to have
become a known practice, even if vaguely defined and loosely regulated.
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Interview with a police Officer in Charge (male Ugandan), Nyumanzi Refugee settlement, Adjumani,
14 September 2021.
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Interview with local council chairperson, Amuru village and Ofua zone, Rhino Refugee Settlement, 23
September 2021.
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Interview with a male refugee farmer, Nyumanzi Refugee Settlement, Adjumani, 15 September 2021.
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Interview with two Ugandan transporters, Adumani town, 15 September 2021.
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Negotiations at the border
How much does one pay to cross the border? Answers vary significantly.
Those living on the border are often familiar with local officials and can rely
on their personal ties to facilitate regular crossings of the border with no
charges. ‘Friendship is one way of socialization in the border with the officials’,
one South Sudanese official in Kaya explains. ‘This gives me a chance to move
freely across the border without any charges.’79 A payam (second-lowest
administrative division, below a county) administrator in Kaya agrees: ‘The
majority of these people are known as citizen of Kaya and allowed to cross for
free.’80 A widow from Yei who farms in Kaya and regularly sends support to her
family in Koboko, Uganda, adds: ‘Our government made a good relationship
with Uganda about the border to allow the citizen of Kaya to cross free,
without charging them, unless they are foreigners who are taking goods to
Yei.’81
As the above suggests, things are more complicated for those who cross with
goods or are unfamiliar to the border officials. Here, informal charges are
often imposed but their scope is open for negotiation, as individuals usually
are not aware of the specific tax regulations governing trade at the border nor
do they know the documentation they are required to obtain when carrying
different types of goods across it. ‘In the border here, there is what we call
in Kiswahili “kitu kidogo”‘, a tea lady in Kaya explains. Literally translated as
‘something small’, this is a colloquial term for a bribe across East Africa. The
tea lady, who usually buys her supplies on the Ugandan side of the border,
adds: ‘I always pay something small to the police in Uganda to cross with my
items for tea to South Sudan.’82 On the rations she brings from the settlements
in Uganda, where she is still registered as a refugee, another lady in Kaya
explains:
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Interview with an official of the RRC, Kaya, 15 September 2021.
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Interview with a Kimba Payam administrator, Kaya, 15 September 2021.
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Interview with a female farmer, Kaya, 17 September 2021.
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Interview with a tea lady, Kaya, 17 September 2021.
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I cross [to Uganda] without any difficulty but when I am coming back
from Uganda carrying my relief items it is difficult because Ugandan
officials will ask for money. I normally pay UGX 10,000 [USD 2.50] but if
I find good officers, those who understand our situation in the border, I
pay UGX 5,000 [USD 1.40].83
In a more concerned tone, a transporter in Adjumani town explains that some
of his customers prefer to be dropped in Elegu rather than Nimule in order
to find their way across the border independently, thus avoiding the fees
imposed by officials. He describes a similar dynamic, in which the amount of
money one pays at the border essentially depends on one’s luck and ability to
negotiate with officials:
Because this is a border, many people have taken advantage of putting
up a lot of checkpoints. They disturb us and you do not know who they
are. They say they are sent by the government. They charge people.
They put up the check points to get money from us. You have to give
money. Some of them are in uniform. Others just get one to two police
to come with them. … If you do not have an identity card, they charge
you! If you come with rice or milk – even for home use, for example, a
tin of milk, 25 kg of rice – they still charge you! Some people use boda
bodas to avoid the authorities. They go but still give money at check
points for them to pass easily. It depends on your luck. If you use good
language, they may take something little, UGX 10,000 [USD 2.50] or
UGX 5,000 [USD 1.40]. It is not a flat rate. They can take even UGX
50,000 [USD 14.00]. They assess you – that this person can give something like UGX 5,000 [USD 1.40], UGX 10,000 [USD 2.50], UGX 50,000
[USD 14.00], or UGX 100,000 [USD 28.00]. 84
Interviewees describe some of the techniques used to avoid charges at the
border. Crossing the border without any papers or luggage, one interviewee in
Mugale explains, indicates that one is simply going to the market, and hence
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Interview with a female laundry worker, Kaya, 17 September 2021.
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Interview with two Ugandan transporters, Adumani town, 15 September 2021.
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persuades the authorities not to bother charging him or her: ‘If you don’t have
money, it is better to cross the border without anything, including travelling
documents, so that the officials will think you are going to Elegu market.’85
Another female refugee residing in Nyumanzi settlement, interviewed in
Melijo (outside Nimule, South Sudan) while visiting her aunt, explains how she
crosses the border: ‘We bribe the Ugandan officers with a little bit of money
but before that you have to beg the officer and tell him or her the truth about
your financial status.’86 ‘You do not show them that you are from Juba’, a
refugee in Bidi Bidi explains. ‘For example, you put on simple clothes as if you
are from Nimule.’87
In October 2021, the governments of South Sudan and Uganda agreed to
waive their visa fees for citizens. Prior to that, South Sudanese entering
Uganda through formal border crossings were required to pay USD 50.00 for
a single-entry visa, although this payment was also negotiable. As one male
farmer in Mugale explains:
There are a lot of disturbances on the road. Especially when you are
carrying a bag, the immigration officials in Uganda will take you to their
office to check your travel documents. If everything is okay, they ask
for USD 50.00 [visa fee] and you have to pay before they allow you to
continue. But if you communicate with some of the officers by telling
them the truth about your financial situation, the officer will ask for a
smaller amount of money to allow you to continue with the journey
to Uganda. But that is done right at the crossing point before reaching
the Elegu immigration office. To keep money for my two children, I
usually talk to some officers to help me out, and I give them something
for water. … I sometimes pay UGX 40,000 [USD 11.25] and other times
UGX 50,000 [USD 14.00].88
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Interview with two female farmers, Mugale, 21 September 2021.
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Interview with a female secondary student visiting from Adjumani, Melijo, 22 September 2021.
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Interview with a female refugee church leader, Zone II, Bidi Bidi Refugee Settlement, 18 September
2021.
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Interview with a male farmer, Mugale, 21 September 2021.
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Several interviewees note that refugees can use their Ugandan refugee
identification documents or copies of them at the border. ‘Those police and
other people at the border in South Sudan have no problem’, a female refugee
in Bidi Bidi who visited South Sudan several times to attend funerals explains.
‘You show them your nationality or ration card and you are allowed to go. Also,
for those on the Uganda side, if you present to them your ration card, there
is no problem.’89 A female RWC leader in Rhino adds: ‘They move with their
attestation, and some have refugee identity cards. They photocopy them and
use them as permits. I hear that at the border, if you show your attestation,
you are allowed to go.’90

The politics of mobility
The questions of cross-border movement and return cannot be divorced
from the wider politics of the conflict in South Sudan in general and the
Equatorias in particular. Contests over access to land in the region date back
to the Second Sudanese Civil War, when the region was a stronghold of the
(Dinka-dominated) Sudan People’s Liberation Army (SPLA) and heavily militarized.91 At the time, thousands of Dinka (many of them from Bor, the capital
of Jonglei state) were displaced to different parts of the Equatorias, and many
established themselves in and around Nimule, cultivating and participating
in cross-border trade. This resulted in lasting tensions with local populations,
with Equatorians protesting that their ancestral lands were being occupied
as part of a calculated SPLA strategy of domination and exploitation.92 In the
early phases of the current civil war, the South Sudanese government moved
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Interview with a female refugee church leader, Zone II, Bidi Bidi Refugee Settlement, 18 September
2021.
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Interview with a female refugee leader, Ocea zone, Rhino Refugee Settlement, 22 September 2021.
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Equatorian soldiers away from their home regions to the frontlines in Upper
Nile and Unity states, a strategy that prevented them from defecting and
joining the opposition in Equatoria.93 Meanwhile, Dinka elites, often protected
by SPLA troops and Dinka Mathiang Anyoor (brown caterpillar) units, moved
their cattle into the Equatorias, deepening old grievances and reigniting
tensions that were never fully resolved.94
The Ugandan government, which in the early phases of the war in South
Sudan war provided extensive military support to Juba, found itself ‘playing
an increasingly complex role in the Equatoria conflict’.95 While Uganda did
not provide direct military support to rebels across the borderlands, there
is credible evidence that cross-border trade has played an important role.
The UN Panel of Experts on South Sudan confirms that artisanal gold mining
activities have been taking place in several parts of the Equatorias controlled
by the Sudan People’s Liberation Army – In Opposition (SPLA-IO) and the
National Salvation Front (NAS), led by Thomas Cirillo, with members of both
rebel groups admitting that they have been selling gold mined in South
Sudan in Uganda. Both rebel groups and government forces have also been
profiting from the cross-border trade in timber by taxing illegal traders. South
Sudanese opposition members residing in Uganda have reportedly used the
revenues from this trade to buy ammunition and medical supplies, which was
then smuggled into South Sudan via the DRC.96
While authorities in Uganda have been concerned about potential spill overs
of insecurity from South Sudan,97 the South Sudanese government has sought
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to curtail the movement of opposition figures, at times chasing opposition
figures across the border. On several occasions, Ugandan authorities have
arrested members of the South Sudanese military who attempted to access
the settlements (in some cases, in order to arrest deserters) and confiscated
arms allegedly trafficked from across the border.98 In 2018, for example, a
man with a gun reportedly sneaked into Palorinya settlement, and shot dead
a refugee ‘previously linked to a South Sudan rebel group’.99 Another refugee
was allegedly abducted from the same settlement and returned to South
Sudan, while the South Sudanese military asked to access refugee settlements
in Uganda, in order ‘to pursue criminals’ accused of attacks inside South
Sudan. At least publicly, such requests have been denied.100
Interviewees rarely refer to South Sudanese politics when discussing their
cross-border movement, arguably because the sensitivity of these issues
makes them difficult to discuss with strangers. There were exceptions,
however. These serve as an important reminder that conflict dynamics inside
South Sudan have a direct bearing on why people move across the border as
well as who feels safe to do so. In one unusual reflection, a female RWC in
Rhino settlement, after noting that many of the men who went back to South
Sudan from Uganda have been killed, explains: ‘Let me be sincere. Some of
them did not go there to dig. Some of them have part of their land near the
border and most of them were members of rebel groups.’101 While it might be
an exaggeration to argue that most cross-border movement relates to military
activity, it is certainly the case that such movement takes place.
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Interview with a female refugee leader, Ocea zone, Rhino Refugee Settlement, 22 September 2021.
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For ordinary civilians, therefore, deciding how and whether to move across
the border at all may be impacted by the straightforward questions of costs
but also by calculations about how one may be perceived by the authorities,
including ethnic identity, language, age and gender. ‘When you are now
crossing that side of South Sudan, you find that they ask a lot of questions’,
a refugee in Bidi Bidi notes. ‘They assume people who are not in South
Sudan might be rebels who were in the bush.’102 Aware that the cross-border
movement of rebels takes place below the legal radar, officials also seem to
associate informal routes with rebel activity, an association that consequently
informs their response to it. An immigration official in Kaya, for example,
notes:
There are some people who are crossing the border using illegal routes
such as the feeder roads or bush roads. There were cases of people
crossing down river from Kaya and they were involved in smuggling
of goods like alcohol. There are also people who cross illegally due to
fear of meeting immigration authorities as they thought they would
be charged money. … We prohibit such routes because it encourages
rebel activities, so we arrest such people and their property, and bring
them for investigation.103
Finally, political dynamics inside South Sudan also impact who can return
safely and benefit from cross-border mobility. Since 2016, towns across
Western and Central Equatoria have become government strongholds, bases
from which attacks against opposition fighters, and civilians presumed to
be supportive of them on account of their ethnic identity, were launched by
mostly Dinka units of the SPLA.104 Interviews in Kaya indicate that most town
residents are government officials or soldiers. Many of those who have moved
back from Ugandan settlements have done so because their relatives have
been stationed there by the government. Around Nimule, land allocation is
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Interview with a group of farmers (refugees and Ugandans), Zone III, Bidi Bidi Refugee Settlement, 17
September 2021.
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Interview with a male immigration official, Kaya, 15 September 2021.
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becoming a contentious issue once again. Many of those cultivating in this
area are internally displaced populations from other parts of South Sudan
– some recent arrivals; others residents of the area since the 1990s – who
have taken over lands the owners of which had fled. Tensions that were set in
motion during the Second Sudanese Civil War and were never fully resolved
are being compounded by recent developments, hindering sustainable
returns, political stability and socio-economic inclusion.
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Conclusions and implications
Cross-border movements between Uganda and South Sudan are underpinned
by a wide range of socio-economic and cultural factors. With limited access to
livelihood opportunities in Uganda, distribution across transnational networks
also plays an important role in helping refugees cope with the extreme
precariousness of life in exile. Significant reductions in the aid provided in
the Ugandan refugee settlements and the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
– rising prices, the closure of schools – have amplified the importance of these
cross-border dynamics, as they have further encouraged many refugees to
leave Uganda for South Sudan. Many of those returning to South Sudan (at
least in those areas covered by this research) do so in search of income generating activities that would allow them to support relatives in Uganda.
While transnational networks play an important role in the livelihoods of
borderland communities and South Sudanese refugees in Uganda, crossborder movement remains both expensive and risky. Whether one chooses
to travel through formal or informal routes, by foot or in a vehicle, the costs
are high and not always predictable. Particularly on the South Sudanese
side, insecurity is also a concern. Government and humanitarian agencies
often discourage cross-border movement because it puts lives at risk and is
perceived as inconsistent with international refugee law. Actors on the ground,
however, acknowledge the social and economic significance of cross-border
movement for refugees and thus seek practical avenues to accommodate
it, even if informally. Continued violence in the Equatorias severely limits
commercial and agricultural activities, however, and it is South Sudanese
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conflict dynamics that ultimately shape who is able to take advantage of
cross-border mobility and trade and who does not.

Rethinking of return to South Sudan
The question of refugee returns is gradually emerging as a highly contentious
issue in South Sudan. The formal UNHCR position is that countries hosting
South Sudanese refugees should refrain from forcibly sending them back due
to the unstable security and human rights situation in many parts of South
Sudan.105 The agency does support individuals who are returning voluntarily,
however, and the South Sudanese government has been keen to increase the
numbers of such individuals in order to both demonstrate its commitment to
peace and prepare the ground for the 2023 national elections. The government and the United Nations often view statistics of spontaneous returns as
an unproblematic index of South Sudanese stability and an indication that
the peace agreement is being implemented. With no viable prospect of other
durable solutions being available to South Sudanese refugees, humanitarian
agencies are understandably keen to see sustainable returns taking place and
are seeking ways to support them.
Taking a closer look at the realities of cross-border mobility, two important
considerations stand out. First, conflict sensitivity is crucial in any intervention
related to returns. With ongoing violence in different parts of South Sudan
and unresolved land issues that have been exacerbated in recent years, the
ability of people to return is determined by a range of factors that are all intimately linked to South Sudanese conflict dynamics. Throughout the civil war,
the forced displacement of specific constituencies was pursued as a deliberate
strategy by military actors, with the aim of manipulating the distribution
of aid and access to government resources. Returns must be understood in
relation to these processes, which unfolded in different ways in different parts
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of South Sudan. Moreover, South Sudanese officials may seek to manipulate
returns in order to impact the outcomes of the elections.106
Second, the current dynamics in the borderlands and refugee mobility practices also problematize the notion of return as a conclusive step and solution.
These dynamics in fact suggest that processes of return might entail further
dispersal and ongoing movement, as families are forced to split themselves
between multiple locations under conditions of extreme precarity and uncertainty.107 In the absence of political stability that is experienced as durable and
reliable, it is difficult to conceive of return as a truly durable solution. For now,
durability and predictability are found not in the promises of governments
and humanitarian agencies but in the everyday practices of mutual support
and exchange of extended families and kinship networks. These practices,
however, rarely conform with formal labels of durable solutions. Return and
local integration, supposedly two distinct solutions to refugeehood, can easily
become entangled in the pragmatic decisions made by members of a single
family, with none being perceived as more than a temporary measure, to be
reconsidered as circumstances change.

Rethinking local integration in Uganda
The findings of this research also have important implications for the Ugandan
refugee response and the management of cross-border movement between
Uganda and South Sudan. The Ugandan refugee response – dominated in
recent years by the implementation of the Comprehensive Refugee Response
Framework (CRRF) – emphasizes the importance of facilitating refugee self-reliance while integrating refugee populations into national service delivery
structures and addressing their needs as part of the broader development
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strategy in Uganda rather than as a separate humanitarian operation. This
approach has been praised by international donors as a progressive implementation of the humanitarian–development nexus, and thus as a more
sustainable approach to refugee management.
The obvious challenge with this approach has long been that when policies
meant to provide refugees with sustainable livelihoods and thus a degree
of economic independence fail to achieve their stated ends, refugees
remain with neither humanitarian aid nor alternatives sources of income.
Humanitarian needs remain but they gradually take a back seat as emergency
funds dry out and growing emphasis is placed by international agencies and
donors on long-term development plans. This is further exacerbated where
there are no national social protection policies and mechanisms into which
refugees can be incorporated. As this research indicates, this can drive refugees to return (supposedly spontaneously and based on their own initiative)
to their country of origin, even when this country is not safe. Government
agencies, donors and NGOs should monitor these trends carefully, conscious
of the fact that in some cases, returns due to poverty and lack of support
may amount to constructive refoulement – a violation of the right not to be
returned to a place where one may face ill treatment and persecution.
Uganda does not advocate for local integration as a durable solution to
refugees. Naturalization remains a politically sensitive issue and has not
been discussed as part of CRRF implementation, with various stakeholders
concerned that there will be little practical benefit in opening a conversation
on the matter. Uganda does, however, focus on (largely economic) integration
as a temporary solution to refugeehood, aiming to provide refugees with
greater economic independence even if they are not currently envisioned to
become Ugandan citizens in the foreseeable future. In this context, considerable attention has been paid to interventions that aim to create job opportunities and promote private sector engagement in Ugandan refugee-hosting
districts but these have so far had limited impact. Moreover, the weak
economy of these areas continues to hinder the self-reliance of refugees. The
role of mobility in the everyday economic lives of refugees, and thus also its
importance for their self-reliance, has been largely ignored, however.
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Programmes that aim to develop refugee livelihood skills and expand the
northern Ugandan economy should continue but they should be pursued in
conjunction with efforts to enable greater mobility – not only across borders
but also for refugees within Uganda. More specifically, interventions that
aim to promote refugee self-reliance should not focus exclusively on income
generation and economic independence. They should also acknowledge that
mobility, interdependence and horizontal redistribution across transnational
networks play an important role in the livelihoods of refugees. In a context
in which local integration without naturalization is pursued as a long-term
strategy, and in which cross-border movement is an established practice
with a long history, the supposed disjuncture between international refugee
law and refugee cross-border mobility needs to be problematized. This is
particularly so given the mobility friendly border management strategies,
along with broader regional integration and freedom of movement agendas,
of the East African Community (EAC) and the Intergovernmental Authority on
Development (IGAD), of which both South Sudan and Uganda are members.
One of the consequences of South Sudanese admission to the EAC in 2016
has been the transformation of the Nimule–Elegu crossing into a One Stop
Border Post (OSBP). Completed in early 2020, this reform has reportedly
shortened the time it takes for trucks and humanitarian goods to be cleared
at the border. In addition to harmonized customs policies and the free flow of
commodities, freedom of movement is an important component of the EAC
integration agenda. Under the EAC Common Market Protocol, the EAC states
have agreed to ‘guarantee the free movement of persons who are citizens
of the other Partner States, within their territories’ (Article 7), including by
waving visa requirements. The Protocol on Free Movement of Persons in the
IGAD Region promotes similar objectives.108
The recent decision of Uganda and South Sudan to waive visa fees for one
another’s citizens is a positive development but the full implications of EAC
and IGAD commitments to freedom of movement for the refugee policies of
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East African states are yet to be fully articulated. Stakeholders in the refugee
response should seek avenues to translate these commitments into tangible
benefits for refugee communities. If the local integration of refugees and their
self-reliance entail considerable movement by them, then policies that reduce
the costs (both formal and informal) of mobility are essential and should be
advocated. In the absence of clear policies on refugee cross-border mobilities,
there is considerable room for flexibility and improvisation. This may allow
for pragmatic solutions and practices to be introduced from below, as seems
to be the case with the letters provided to some refugees when they travel
to South Sudan or the use of refugee identification documents at the border.
This also leaves room for ambiguity, uncertainty and extortion, however.
Nonetheless, donors and NGOs should also be cautious not to over-emphasize
the potential and relevance of cross-border movement and the prospect of
return when in practice these are not accessible to most refugees. For this
reason, enabling greater refugee mobility within Uganda is key, including by
devising policies that facilitate the integration of refugees in (and their access
to) urban areas, while providing the necessary support to host communities
and local authorities. This can be done by allowing refugees to continue to
access some form of support, even for a limited transition period, in urban
areas, but also by investing in infrastructure that will enhance the connectivity
and accessibility of settlements. One of the major shortcomings of Ugandan
emphasis on refugee settlements, and the associated limitations on refugee-related interventions in urban areas, is that it limits the ability of refugees
to engage with the wider Ugandan economy. It also limits their access to those
more cosmopolitan and diverse urban centres where their socio-economic
independence is both more likely and more viable.
It is unsurprising that refugees often aspire to find their way to those settlements that are better connected to commercial centres and better served
by major transport routes, such as Kiryandongo settlement, located on the
Gulu–Kampala Road and outside Bweyale town. Considerable South Sudanese
communities have settled both in Kampala and smaller urban centres, such as
Koboko town, where refugees are practically self-reliant, even if this is often
thanks to access to remittances. Nonetheless, this option is currently available
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only to those refugees with higher social capital. Moreover, those who pursue
this option usually do so informally. Kampala is the only urban area in which
the presence of refugees is formally acknowledged, and even there, their
numbers are dramatically under-estimated. Linking livelihood interventions
with efforts to develop smaller urban locales in northern Uganda and facilitate
refugee access to them will benefit both refugees and host communities in
this region.
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Glossary of acronyms,
words and phrases
ARCSS

Agreement on the Resolution of the Conflict in
South Sudan (August 2015)

boda boda

Motorcycle taxi

CRRF

Comprehensive Refugee Response Framework

DRC

Democratic Republic of Congo

EAC

East African Community

IGAD

Intergovernmental Authority on Development

LC

Local council

Mathiang Anyoor (Dinka)

Brown caterpillar

NAS

National Salvation Front

OPM

Office of the Prime Minister (Uganda)

panya roads (Swahili)

Rat roads

payam

Second-lowest administrative division, below a
county
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R-ARCSS

Revitalized Agreement on the Resolution of the
Conflict in the Republic of South Sudan (September
2018)

RDC

Resident District Commissioner

RRC

Relief and Rehabilitation Commission

RWC

Refugee Welfare Council

SPLA

Sudan People’s Liberation Army

SPLA-IO

Sudan People’s Liberation Army – In Opposition

UBOS

Uganda Bureau of Statistics

UNHCR

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees

UPF

Uganda Police Force
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Mobile Livelihoods—a report funded by the Norwegian
Refugee Council (NRC)—aims to deepen understanding of the
day-to-day realities of people living in the Uganda – South
Sudan borderlands. It focuses on the communities in the
borderland area between South Sudan and Uganda, mainly
in the refugee settlements. It provides recommendations
to NGOs, donors and governments on how their policy and
programming interact with the realities in the borderlands,
with the aim of supporting more positive and informed
engagement.

